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Abstract The rapid development of big data analytics provides tremendous possibilities to investigate large-scale patterns in both the
spatial and temporal dimensions. In this research, we utilize a unique
open dataset, the Global Database on Events, Location, and Tone
(GDELT), and a geotagged social media dataset (Weibo) to analyze
connections between Chinese provinces. Specifically, this study
constructs a gravity model to compare the distance decay effect between the GDELT data (i.e., mass media data) and the Weibo data
(i.e., location-based social media (LBSM) data). The results demonstrate that mass media data possess a weaker distance decay effect
than LBSM data for Chinese provinces. This study generates valuable input to interpret regional relations in a fast-growing, developing
country—China. It also provides methodological references to explore urban relations in other countries and regions in the big data
era.
Key words: Mass media; GDELT; Location-based social media
(LBSM); Gravity model; Distance decay.

1. Introduction
The rapid development of techniques and theories in the big data era
has introduced new challenges and opportunities to analyze a large
amount of social media data available online (Gao et al. 2012; Eagle
et al. 2009; Liben-Nowell et al. 2005; Wu et al. 2014). The widespread use of smart phones, which are equipped with sensors allow-
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ing users to instantly locate themselves, inserts another crucial aspect into this development: location. Researchers have defined location-based social media (LBSM) as “Social Network Sites (SNS)
that include location information” (Roick and Heuser 2013; Elwood
et al. 2012). These data are user-generated, geolocated, and contain
varying types of contextual information (e.g., text, videos, and images.) Therefore they can be utilized as potential resources to characterize spatial interactions and social perceptions of place
(Malleson and Birkin 2014; Hasan et al. 2013; Gao et al. 2012).
The past few decades also have witnessed many tremendous
changes in the traditional media industry. In particular, the rapid development of new media, such as video games and online news columns, also has allowed a new paradigm to emerge in human behavior modeling and pattern recognition. For researchers in this field,
these newly-available data sources also offer ever-increasing opportunities to conduct data mining and knowledge discovery tasks (Li
and Liu 2003; Masand et al. 1992; Mazzitello et al. 2007). However,
compared to social media, traditional mass media is characterized by
the significance and aggregated nature of associated events (Liebert
and Schwartzberg 1977; Klapper 1968). As such, mass media data
often are suitable for investigating the aggregated pattern of an urban system. However, very few empirical studies have compared
corresponding spatial patterns extracted from mass media data and
LBSM data.
The distance decay effect has been a hot topic in many research
fields, such as migration and transportation (e.g., the decay of traffic
flows between locations) (Rodrigue et al. 2013). Researchers have
employed different models to investigate how distance decay affects
the magnitude of interaction between geographic entities. Among all
alternative models, researchers commonly use the gravity model
(Sen and Smith 1995) due to its effectiveness in predicting the degree of interaction, the simplicity of its equation, and its ability to
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deal with flows in both directions (Hardy et al. 2012). In this research, we apply an open source dataset, the Global Database on
Events, Location, and Tone (GDELT) to analyze connections between Chinese provinces in terms of mass media. The fields of
communication, history, and political science, among others, have
widely explored GDELT’s continuous compilation of print, broadcast, and web-news media events (Leetaru and Schrodt 2013;
Yonamine 2013), but the spatial element of this dataset has not been
investigated sufficiently. This paper compares the magnitude of the
distance decay effect in the GDELT data with a dataset from a Chinese social media website (Weibo.com) based on the gravity model.
We focus on demonstrating the effectiveness of utilizing both mass
media and LBSM data to reveal geographic patterns. This can be
considered a data pre-processing strategy for pattern recognition and
outlier identification in multiple areas, such as urban planning, sociology, and political geography. Our results also provide valuable input for policymakers to interpret the dynamic nature of inter-region
relations in different datasets.

2. Datasets
This research primarily utilizes two datasets: 1) the main dataset
GDELT, consisting of over a quarter-billion event records from
1979 to the present capturing what has happened/is happening
worldwide in multiple columns, such as the source, actors, time, and
approximated location of recorded events; 2) a complementary dataset from the Chinese social networking site, Weibo1, to compare
the distance decay effects in mass media and LBSM. The remainder
of Section 2 illustrates the two datasets in detail.
(1) The main dataset: GDELT
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This research utilizes a CAMEO-coded2 open dataset, GDELT
(Schrodt 2012). For consistency, we use the data from 01/01/2014 to
05/20/2014 in this analysis. Previous studies utilized this dataset as a
valuable resource for modeling societal-scale behavior and beliefs
across all countries of the world (Leetaru and Schrodt 2013; Shook
et al. 2012; Yuan and Liu 2015). For example, a study conducted by
Jiang and Mai (Jiang and Mai 2014) analyzes the strength of links
between countries based on the GDELT dataset. They also explored
bilateral and multilateral events in certain countries from the same
dataset. Other research by Yonamine (2013) predicts the level of
conflict in Afghanistan by incorporating multiple sociopolitical factors, such as drug prices, unemployment levels, and ethnic diversity.
Yet other researchers have looked into the connections and differences between GDELT and other event-based datasets, such as the
Integrated Crisis Early Warning System (ICEWS), which is an early-warning system designed to help policymakers predict a variety
of international events and crises. They conducted a side-by-side
comparison regarding the data quality, quantity, design scheme, and
many other features of these two datasets, and concluded that although the efficiency of each dataset mainly depends on the research
questions to be answered, GDELT has many more events per country per unit of time than ICEWS.
In GDELT, for instance, for a news report entitled “An artist in
Shanghai sold his painted box room to the Sifang Art Museum in
Nanjing,” the associated geographic locations of Actor 1, Actor 2,
and the actual action (i.e., “sold”) is demonstrated in Table 1. Here
we consider records only when two actors are explicitly identified
and geotagged in China.
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Conflict and Mediation Event Observations (CAMEO) is a framework for coding
event data
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Table 1. A sample record from GDELT
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Event
Date

Actor 1_Geo

Actor 2_Geo

Action_Geo

2014-0128

Shanghai,
China

Nanjing, Jiangsu,
China

Shanghai, China

Note that GDELT measures the detailed level of the spatial information by a field named Geo_Type. This field specifies the geographic resolution of each location and holds one of the following
values: 1=COUNTRY (country level), 2=USSTATE (a United
States (U.S.) state), 3=USCITY (a U.S. city or landmark),
4=WORLDCITY (a city or landmark outside the U.S.),
5=WORLDSTATE (an Administrative Division 1 outside the U.S. –
roughly equivalent to a U.S. state) (Leetaru and Schrodt 2013; Yuan
and Liu 2015). Because this research is conducted at the province
level, we should consider only records with Geo_Type = 4 or
Geo_Type = 5 (Figure 1, map created in Mercator projection).
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Figure 1. Chinese provinces (the Paracel islands are omitted for simplicity)
(2) Complementary datasets.
Besides the main GDELT dataset, we also utilize a complementary
dataset to compare the distance decay effects in mass media and
LBSM. This dataset covers three million users in the Chinese social
networking site, Weibo, a micro-blogging website functionally similar to Twitter. The records were obtained from the official Weibo
application program interface (API) between 05/01/2014 to
05/20/2014. Each record captures such attributes as the geographic
coordinates (e.g., volunteered geographic information from the builtin positioning module of smart phones), date, time, and user identification (ID)4.
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Here user IDs are long integers generated by Weibo.com and are not directly
connected to any personally identifiable information (PII), unless the users volunteer to make such information publicly accessible.
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3. Methodology and preliminary results
This section presents the model-construction procedure and our preliminary results. As discussed in Section 1, the major objective of
this research is to compare the magnitude of the distance decay effects in mass media and LBSM by investigating how distance affects
inter-regional connection. Although researchers have applied various
techniques to analyze spatial interaction in many research fields,
such as transportation (e.g., traffic flows between locations) and migration (e.g., relocation flows between countries) (Rodrigue et al.
2013; Lewer and Van den Berg 2008), the gravity model furnishes
one of the most commonly used descriptions of this phenomena because of its effectiveness in predicting the degree of interaction and
its algebraic simplicity (Rodrigue et al. 2013; Hardy et al. 2012; Sen
and Smith 1995). This study also adopts the gravity model. The
analysis involves the following three steps.
 Data preprocessing
First, we calculate the frequency of “co-occurrence” between each
pair of Chinese provinces in GDELT. The frequency is noted as Iij,
which denotes the frequency of provinces i and j appearing as the
two actors’ locations in the same news record. We also processed
the Weibo data to identify the Chinese province associated with each
geotagged post.
 Model construction
As illustrated in Section 1, this research utilizes the gravity model to
examine the distance decay effect (Equation 1):
Pi 1 Pj 2
(1)
I ij  K
Dij3
where Pi and Pj are the “conceptual sizes” (relative importance) of
provinces i and j, Dij represents the great circle distance separating
the geographic centroids of i and j, and Iij denotes the interaction/connection between i and j. β1 and β2 indicate how the “concep-
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tual sizes” of two countries contribute to the interaction term Iij
(Austin 1963). β3 (distance friction coefficient) investigates the role
of distance. Here we construct two gravity models to investigate the
role of the friction of distance in the two datasets (GDELT and
Weibo). The specific parameters are:
GDELT: I ij The frequency of “co-occurrence” of provinces i and j
in news records.
Pi The total occurrence of province i in news records.
Pj The total occurrence of province j in news records.

Weibo: I ij The number of unique users who have checked-in at
their locations in both provinces i and j.
Pi The number of unique users who have checked-in at
their locations in province i.
Pj The number of unique users who have checked-in at
their locations in province j.
Note that the connection between two provinces in the Weibo data
can be defined from various perspectives; for example, the “coappearance” of two province names in the same Weibo post. However, the primary functionality of Weibo.com is to share moments of
one’s personal life, and hence users rarely publish posts that explicitly discuss two province names. Also, this research focuses on comparing spatial patterns from mass media and geotagged social media;
thus, we define connections based on the individual footprint of
Weibo users. In other words, the Weibo dataset measures physical
movements while the GDELT dataset measures information interactions. However, one of the objectives of this research is to investigate the representativeness of Weibo data in modeling physical mobility, because other studies demonstrated the presence of strong
spatial biases when utilizing LBSM data to model spatial behavior.
Flickr is an example, where photo-uploading activities do not exhibit
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a significant distance decay effect because people tend to upload
photos when they travel to faraway destinations.
Based on the preceding definitions, we calculated the best fit for
coefficients β1, β2, β3 based on Poisson regression. Table 2 indicates
the fitted values and the goodness of fit (R2) for both datasets. Because R2 is scale-free, the constant K does not affect our models.
Table 2. Fitted β values and pseudo-R2 of Poisson regression models.
β1

β2

β3

Pseudo-R2

GDELT

0.826

0.826

0.0516

0.758

Weibo

0.799

0.799

1.054

0.882

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Observed and fitted Iij (GDELT); (b) Observed and fitted Iij (Weibo)
Results for the two datasets demonstrate distinct patterns for the distance decay effect. For the GDELT dataset, the distance decay effect
(based on great circle distances between provinces) is weak
(β3=0.0516, pseudo-R2=0.758), whereas the Weibo dataset shows a
much stronger distance decay effect (β3=1.054, pseudo-R2=0.882).
Compared to the β3 values obtained for several related studies, 0.2
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for Chinese province name co-occurrences on web pages (Liu et al.
2014), 1.59 for bank note trajectories (Brockmann and Theis 2008),
and 1.75 for individual mobility patterns by mobile phone data
(Gonzalez et al. 2008), our study further confirms that mass media
data reveal a weaker distance decay effect than LBSM data for Chinese provinces. Additionally, β1 and β2 values also indicate interesting patterns regarding the role of “conceptual sizes” (Pi, Pj) in determining the magnitude of this interaction. Pi, Pj play a more
important role in GDELT data. Note that, unlike the gravity of trade
where the interaction term is directional, the interaction term Iij here
is not bilateral in either dataset. For example, “the frequency of ‘cooccurrence’ of provinces i and j in news records” is equivalent to
“the frequency of ‘co-occurrence’ of provinces j and i in news records”; thus, the roles of provinces i and j are exchangeable, resulting
in identical β1 and β2 estimates.
Finally, the different aspects of uncertainty involved in this study are
noteworthy, including but not limited to:




Natural variability in human activities: Although human
mobility seems to be highly predictable (Yuan et al. 2012;
Song et al. 2010; Gonzalez et al. 2008), randomness is an inevitable part of human motion.
Potential impact of spatial autocorrelation: Many researchers have made a distinction between spatial association (autocorrelation) and spatial interaction in the geography field.
Interaction primarily refers to movement of tangible entities;
therefore, it is less related to correlation. However, several
previous studies also argued that spatial interaction models
are a special case of a general model of spatial autocorrelation (Fischer et al. 2010; Getis 1991). Hence, the impact of
spatial autocorrelation on the gravity models constructed in
this research needs to be examined in future research (Chun
and Griffith 2011).
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Inaccuracy/imprecision due to the limitation of available data: Positional inaccuracy, sampling resolution, and imprecision contribute to the uncertainty of a data source. For instance, the precision of geotagged Weibo posts is strongly
related to the strength of an available Global Positioning System (GPS) signal. Also, the sampling resolution is unevenly
distributed, as many users may not post their locations to
Weibo on a regular basis.
Imperfection of models and algorithms: As Box and Draper
(Box and Draper 1987) state: “Essentially, all models are
wrong, but some are useful.” The results of this study are also highly impacted by the chosen models and algorithms. For
the GDELT dataset, actors are georeferenced automatically
based on various text mining and machine learning algorithms, naturally introducing potential inaccuracy into the location data. In this research, the gravity model is adopted to
interpret inter-region connections in China; however, the application of different models inevitably has an impact on the
uncertainty of results. For example, an interesting future direction could be to simulate and estimate the conceptual sizes
(Pi and Pj) from an inverse gravity model, and compare the
results to the current model where Pi and Pj are pre-defined.

4. Conclusion
The study summarized in this paper employed GDELT and Weibo
data to examine the connection between Chinese provinces. We examined the distance decay effects in two types of datasets (mass media and LBSM) for inter-regional patterns. The fitted β3 values
demonstrate that mass media data (GDELT) indicate a weaker distance decay effect than geotagged social media data (Weibo) for
Chinese provinces. Unlike the Flickr dataset discussed in Yuan and
Liu (2015), which indicates a very weak distance decay effect (as
users are more likely to post photos when they travel faraway), the
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geotagged Weibo data still demonstrate a strong distance decay effect. This finding suggests an interesting direction for future research, namely to examine the distance decay effect in various social
network sites based on their functionalities. We also demonstrated
the effectiveness of applying GDELT and big data analytics to investigate informative patterns in interdisciplinary studies. One potential explanation for the low β3 value in the GDELT data is China’s status as a developing country with a strong central
government. Its capital, Beijing, has a significant impact on all other
provinces, regardless of the distance separating them. However, this
research does not aim to provide an in-depth interpretation of these
findings from a political perspective. Rather, it proposes a method to
discover patterns that can provide insights in different research
fields.
Future research directions include extending this method to other
countries and regions to test its robustness. GDELT provides a rich
data source to analyze international relations at various spatial
scales, such as investigating the connections between different countries. Future studies also can look into the correlation between connection strength and various demographic variables, such as population and economic status.
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